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Motivation

Motivation

 Parkinson’s Disease(PD): A progressive neurodegenerative movement disorder affecting
3% of the population over 65 years

Current work

More than 20 million Americans suffer from knee osteoarthritis (OA), a degenerative
disease that causes joint pain, weakening of quadriceps muscles and restrictions in
mobility1. This poster describes methods for assessment of exercise quality using
body‐worn accelerometers for the development of an in‐home rehabilitative device
that will recognize errors in patient exercise performance, provide feedback on
performance, and motivate the patient to continue the prescribed exercise regimen.

 Periodic assessment of motor impairments is very crucial ; currently used human
observer‐based assessments are subjective and inadequate for spotting mild symptoms
 Motion capture systems: Becoming more portable/affordable for clinical use and give
very precise motion information of the whole body

System set up and data capture

Project goal: Use motion capture data for quantitative analysis of motor
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symptoms in PD

Dataset

 Previous tasks for monitoring human performance from accelerometers were
formulated as classification problems.
Currently, we are investigating algorithms to solve two problems for classification of
time series from accelerometer data:
1) The difference between the two time‐series classes (e.g. older adults with risk of falling or
not, or assessment of quality exercise) is not necessarily exhibited throughout the entire duration
of the time series. The global statistics often cannot distinguish well these two types signals.
Moreover, although temporal signals might exhibit repeated discriminative patterns/templates, the
locations, length and number of the occurrences are not known. Based on our recent work on
jointly localization and classification[5], we plan to extend our algorithm to automatically select the
temporal segments in a weakly supervised manner that are more discriminative between two
medical conditions. See figure 6.

 Participants: 4 PD patients (3 male, 1 female) and 2 healthy controls. All the PD patients
had Deep Brain Stimulator (DBS) implanted (age ranged from 51 to 67 years)
 Patients were off‐drugs for 12 hours and then went through various motors tests on and
off stimulator. The UPDRS motor components tested were: action tremor, tremor at rest,
hand movement, leg agility, gait and postural stability
 Used a Vicon motion capture (Mocap) system with 16 infrared cameras (sampling at 120
H ) to
Hz)
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Figure 6: What distinguishes the signals on the left from the ones on the right? Can we automatically discover it?

Preliminary results on CMU‐MMAC dataset
CMU‐MMAC dataset contains accelerometer measures of human subjects performing tasks
involved in preparing and cooking five different recipes: brownie, scrambled egg, pizza, salad, and
sandwich. This dataset is challenging because it was captured in an unstructured environment and
the subjects were minimally instructed. How a recipe was cooked varied greatly from one subject
to another. Moreover, the course of food preparation and recipe cooking contains a series of
actions, and most of them are not repetitive. Many actions such as walking, opening the fridge, and
turning on the oven are common for most recipes. More discriminative actions such as opening a
brownie bag or cracking an egg are often buried in a long chain of actions. In our preliminiary
experiments,
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Figure 1: Experimental Setup and Data Collection Method.
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Results

Hand tremor : Mild [1]
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2) Previous work on classifying human motion from accelerometers has emphasized types of
features and classifiers and little attention has been paid to the choice of positive and negative
training samples (that has large impact in the final detection/classification performance). In our
recent work on facial event detection [6], we have shown an average improvement of 15% of area
under the ROC by optimally selecting the positive and negative samples in the time series.
Following this work, we plan to extend our algorithm for sample selection in time series to our
problems for human performance monitoring from accelerometer data.
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Figure 2: Effect of tremor symptoms on
the angle n makes with the X‐axis. High
frequency variations are prominent

 We demonstrate the quantitative differences between mild and severe symptoms for different
features across various motor tasks (below). F1 through F5 represents various features associated with
high frequency energy content and peak‐to‐peak amplitude variations. F6 and F7 represent maximum
heel deviation and body angle variance
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 We used a Support Vector Machine (SVM) for
discriminating mild (score 0‐2) vs. severe (score 3‐4)
symptoms as well as ON vs. OFF DBS states across
various motor tasks
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Table 2:N is the number of examples of the
error included in the training set.

Leave One Subject Out

Mild : Score [0-2]
Severe : Score [3-4]

Mild : Score [0-2]
Severe : Score [3-4]

0.7
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Table 1: Shown are the true positive (TPR)
and true negative (TNR) rates for each
label. S is the number of subjects included.
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 AT: Action tremor, TAR: Tremor at Rest, HM: Hand Mov, LA: Leg agility, GT: Gait, PS: Postural stability

The system obtains an average TPR of above 70% for most labels of the
standing hamstring curl, reverse hip abduction and straight leg raise.
Generalization to new subjects is less successful, in part because our small
subject pool does not encompass all common variations of the errors.

